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Course Description:

The World History course is a chronologically-organized study of world history and  geography from
prehistoric times through the 21st century. Students will study about western and non western
civilizations throughout this period of time. At the high end of the scale, World History  introduces
eleven primary categories of study. The first is an introduction titled "History, Geography,  and Time."
The next nine are titled Big Eras. The final one is called "Reflecting on the Past, Thinking  about the
Future." All nine Big Eras address history on the scale of humankind. That is, they are not  limited to a
particular region or civilization. Each Big Era deals with a chronological period on the global scale.
Each successive period is shorter  than the previous one. For example, Big Era One considers the very
long epoch of history up to the  emergence of Homo sapiens. Big Era Nine is concerned with the
second half of the twentieth century and  the dawn of the twenty-first. Study of all nine eras explores
the past on several scales of time, space, and  subject matter.

Course Overview:

• Big Era 1: Humans in the Universe [13 Billion - 200,000 Years ago]
• Big Era 2: Human Beings almost Everywhere [200,000-10,000 Years Ago]
• Big Era 3: Farming and the Emergence of Complex Societies [10,000 - 1000 BCE]
• Big Era 4: Expanding Networks of Exchange and Encounter [1200 BCE - 500 CE]
• Big Era 5: Patterns of Interregional Unity - Classical Empires [300 - 1500 CE]
• Big Era 6: The Great Global Convergence [1400-1800 CE]
• Big Era 7: Industrialization and its consequences [1750-1914 CE]
• Big Era 8: A Half Century of Crisis [1900-1950 CE]
• Big Era 9: Paradoxes of Global Acceleration

Students will acquire depth of knowledge in World History including specific names, terms, and
concepts as outlined by the eight themes and eight eras in the Standard Course of Study. Students will
weave together the skills and content of both history and geography and learn how they  affect each
other. Students will consider multiple perspectives, weigh evidence, and make sound judgments about
the contemporary world. These processes build student confidence as thinkers, historians, and
geographers.  Learners will leave prepared for advanced level courses in the social sciences and some of
the  analytical tasks common to the 21st century work world.
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Student Progress, Assessment, and Grading

Evaluation of the student takes the form of formative and summative assessments. Formative
assessment generates information of student progress toward proficiency and excellence in meeting the
goals of the course. Summative assessments are one-shot measures of student learning and in this
course there are only two summative assessments- the final exam . Student evaluation will employ a
variety of instruments including but not limited to, student reflections, entry and exit slips, multiple
choice quizzes and tests, essays and class discussions. Warm ups, in-class reviews, extra help after
school will be offered to students as needed in order to assure their mastery of the curriculum. Bonus
points and or assignments may be awarded at the discretion of the instructor.

Class Expectations:

Please click on the Class expectations link for more information.
1. Arrive to class on time and come to class prepared. Students should bring a notebook/binder and  pen/pencil
to class every day.

2. Student work accountability. Students are responsible for completing ALL assignments. Students  can request
an extension for some assignments but extensions are not granted for routine  assignments. Work that is
excessively late detracts from student learning.

3. Be organized. ALL assignments, notes, and handouts should be kept in your notebook/binder because it is
being graded. If you are absent, you should get any missed assignments from canvas. You are responsible for
all materials covered in class, including videos, presentations,  and supplementary readings.

4. Do your own work (No plagiarism or cheating). Students are expected to complete their own work.  Any
student who gives or receives unauthorized help (including materials) on quizzes, tests, or other  assignments
is cheating. Plagiarism - using text from another source, including Internet web sites,  without permission or
citation - is also considered inappropriate.

5. A classroom is based on RESPECT.
You are expected to politely listen to your classmates' opinions and ideas, think about what they  have said,
and contribute yourself. Throughout the year students will be introduced to different cultures, lifestyles, and
religions, students must be respectful, not judgmental. Conduct yourself appropriately in class. No eating or
drinking (including candy and gum) is  allowed in the classroom. Treat others as you wish to be treated.

Be Resourceful in doing your Work Be Resourceful in doing your Work Be Responsible to
Yourself:

Arrive at class with the materials you need. Treat staff and peers kindly and respectfully. Arrive with an attitude
ready to learn.

Be organized Use appropriate language Be thorough and try
your best.
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Use your time efficiently and effectively. Use appropriate voice tones and levels. Be on-task.

Use class materials appropriately. Do not disrupt other students or classes
trying to work.

Complete and turn in
assignments/projects
by their due date.

CELL PHONES AND OTHER ELECTRONIC DEVICES Cell phones and other electronic  devices
have forever changed our world. While it is not against school rules to carry a cell phone  on campus,
this must be done within a specific set of guidelines: Electronic devices may be used  by students at
specified times and locations for instructional purposes only with specific  permission of the teacher
and/or administrator. 1. All electronic devices are to be OFF and UP,  during class time unless being
used for educational purposes and with the express permission of  the teacher. The silent or vibrate
setting is not an acceptable alternative to the device being shut  down. 2. Students are permitted to use
phones before school, after school, during class changes and during assigned lunch.

Supplies needed:

• Student computer & charger
• 3-5 subject spiral notebook with pockets
• Pen and pencil
• Colored pencils

World History Syllabus:
Student Signature & Information Sheet

I have read and understand the expectations and procedures described above for World History. Throughout
the year I agree to follow and support them, and when I find that I cannot follow  and support them, I agree to
discuss my concerns with my instructor.

Name (printed): _______________________________________

Signature: ____________________________________________ Date: ____________

Student’s e-mail address: _______________________________________________________




